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Abstract
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is characterized by difficulties in theory of mind (ToM) and social communication. Study-
ing structural and functional correlates of ToM in the brain and how autistic and nonautistic groups differ in terms of these 
correlates can help with diagnosis and understanding the biological mechanisms of ASD. In this study, we investigated white 
matter volume (WMV) and gray matter volume (GMV) differences between matching autistic and nonautistic samples, and 
how these structural features relate to age and ToM skills, indexed by the Reading the Mind in the Eyes (RMIE) measure. 
The results showed widespread GMV and WMV differences between the two groups in regions crucial for social processes. 
The autistic group did not express the typically observed negative GMV and positive WMV correlations with age at the same 
level as the nonautistic group, pointing to abnormalities in developmental structural changes. In addition, we found differ-
ences between the two groups in how GMV relates to ToM, particularly in the left frontal regions, and how WMV relates 
to ToM, mostly in the cingulate and corpus callosum. Finally, GMV in the left insula, a region that is part of the salience 
network, was found to be crucial in distinguishing ToM performance between the two groups.
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Introduction

Functional and structural neuroimaging studies during the 
past two decades have provided valuable insights into the 
complex neurobiology of autism spectrum disorder (ASD). 
ASD is primarily characterized by restrictive or repetitive 
patterns of interests and behaviors, and difficulties in social 
communication and interpersonal understanding (Happé 
and Frith 2006; Isaksson et al. 2019; Velikonja et al. 2019). 
Many autistic individuals experience diminished functional 
and social skills (Sasson et al. 2017), often resulting in social 
isolation (Howlin et al. 2013; Orsmond et al. 2013) and an 
overall lower quality of life (Billstedt et al. 2011; Heijst and 
Geurts 2015; Mazurek 2014). Autism Spectrum Disorder 
(ASD) typically manifests in early childhood and can lead 

to difficulties in social, academic, and occupational settings 
as individuals exhibit symptoms of the disorder (American 
Psychiatric Association 2013). While neuroimaging has 
provided important insights into understanding ASD, firm 
and reliable biomarkers for the disorder have been rather 
elusive. Among the structural imaging findings, a few have 
been consistent and replicated, such as larger brain volume 
during the early years of development (Courchesne et al. 
2001; Sacco et al. 2015), smaller corpus callosum (Just et al. 
2007; Lefebvre et al. 2015; Loomba et al. 2021), and altered 
organization of the prefrontal cortex (Morgan et al. 2012; 
Stoner et al. 2014).

Extensive work demonstrates abnormal cortical growth, 
cortical thickness, and overall overgrowth of the prefrontal 
cortex during childhood in ASD (Carper and Courchesne 
2005; DeRamus and Kana 2015; Schumann et al. 2010). The 
prefrontal cortex (PFC) is essential for navigating the com-
plexity of social interactions and plays a key role in evalu-
ating social appropriateness and moral judgments (Forbes 
and Grafman 2010), monitoring reward and punishment, and 
predicting outcomes (Amodio and Frith 2006). A longitudi-
nal study on toddlers with ASD revealed an overgrowth of 
the cerebrum, particularly frontal, temporal, and cingulate 
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cortices, in early childhood (Schumann et al. 2010). This 
early frontal cortex overgrowth is followed by a reduction in 
total brain volume during later childhood and adolescence 
(Courchesne et al. 2011a, b) and normalization of cortical 
thickness in mid- to late-childhood (Zielinski et al. 2014). 
Moreover, a postmortem study of children aged 2 to 15 years 
showed a massive increase in the number of neurons in the 
dorsolateral and medial prefrontal cortices in ASD compared 
to TD children and adolescents (Courchesne et al. 2011a, b). 
These growth patterns have been suggested to underlie many 
impairments in social interaction and emotion processing 
that are characteristic of ASD.

One issue with structural studies on ASD is the lack of 
consistency in findings on region-specific gray matter vol-
ume (GMV) and white matter volume (WMV). For example, 
both higher and lower GMV compared to controls have been 
reported in the temporal lobe, limbic system, and cerebellum 
of older autistic adults (Abell et al. 1999; Craig et al. 2007). 
Therefore, there is a need for more studies with larger sam-
ples and meta-analysis studies aggregating findings across 
many studies. A meta-analysis of voxel-based morphometry 
(VBM) studies comparing autistic and nonautistic adults 
revealed higher GMV in the cerebellum, middle temporal 
gyrus, right anterior cingulate cortex, caudate, insula, the 
fusiform gyrus, precuneus, and posterior cingulate cortex, 
and lower gray matter (GM) in the cerebellar tonsil, infe-
rior parietal lobule, middle temporal gyrus, right amygdala, 
insula, and middle temporal gyrus (Cauda et al. 2011). 
Another meta-analysis study suggests age-related decreases 
in GMV and WMV within parietal and inferior temporal 
regions, and GMV increases in frontal and anterior-temporal 
regions (DeRamus and Kana 2015). In a separate meta-anal-
ysis, Nickl-Jockschat et al. (2012a, b) reported structural 
anomalies in the lateral occipital lobe, pericentral region, 
medial temporal lobe, basal ganglia, and right parietal oper-
culum for autistic adults.

Since ASD involves deficits in social cognition, the rela-
tion between structural brain features and social abilities, in 
particular theory of mind (ToM) has been subject to study. 
Social cognition (SC) involves a collection of skills, includ-
ing ToM and recognition and processing of facial expres-
sion, vocal tone, and other social cues (Frith 2008). The 
social brain, a set of brain regions found to be central to 
SC, is comprised of the prefrontal cortex (PFC), amygdala, 
thalamus, anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), posterior cingu-
late cortex (PCC), superior temporal sulcus (STS), temporo-
parietal junction (TPJ), occipitotemporal regions, and fusi-
form gyrus, somatosensory cortex, and motor cortex (Eack 
et al. 2017; Han et al. 2021). Emerging work highlights 
structural abnormalities in the social brain as paramount to 
social impairments in ASD (Johnson et al. 2005; Sato et al. 
2017; Williams et al. 2001). Identification of functionally 
relevant neuroanatomical abnormalities in ASD will expand 

our understanding of how subtle deviations in neurological 
development impact autistic behaviors and overall devel-
opment. Moreover, because of the substantial heterogene-
ity of ASD, finding firm and reliable structural biomarkers 
to identify ASD subtypes may facilitate earlier diagnosis. 
However, existing research differs substantially in the loca-
tion and direction (i.e., increased or decreased) of identified 
abnormalities in GMV and WMV.

Gray matter volume

A number of studies have reported decreased GMV in social 
brain regions in ASD, including the inferior occipital gyrus 
(IOG) (Ecker et al. 2013; Hadjikhani et al. 2006), middle 
and inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) (Craig et al. 2007; Ecker 
et al. 2013; Hadjikhani et al. 2006; Toal et al. 2010), mid-
dle temporal gyrus (MTG) (Craig et al. 2007; Ecker et al. 
2013; Hadjikhani et al. 2006; Mueller et al. 2013), amygdala 
(Craig et al. 2007; Lai et al. 2015), inferior frontal gyrus 
(IFG) (Hadjikhani et al. 2006; Mueller et al. 2013), OFC 
(Craig et al. 2007; Hadjikhani et al. 2006), and dorsomedial 
prefrontal cortex (DMPFC) (Abell et al. 1999; Hadjikhani 
et al. 2006). These GMV abnormalities have also been found 
to be associated with behavioral differences and the severity 
in ASD, and such differences in GMV were able to distin-
guish autistic from nonautistic individuals (Sato et al. 2017).

Anatomical differences in amygdala have been shown 
from human neuroimaging and animal studies, specifically 
early enlargement in childhood correlating with social cog-
nition deficit severity (Ecker 2017), followed by a reduction 
in size in adolescence and into adulthood, at which point 
autistic adults show smaller GMV in the amygdala compared 
to nonautistics (Radeloff et al. 2014). GM abnormalities in 
temporal regions have also been reported, including reduced 
GMV in the STS and MTG in infancy (Xiao et al. 2014), 
early childhood (Retico et al. 2016), adolescence (Lim et al. 
2015), and adulthood in ASD (McAlonan et al. 2005). How-
ever, some research does indicate higher GMV in the MTG 
and STG in autistic adults (Waiter et al. 2004). When com-
pared to autistic adults, autistic children show significantly 
reduced GM concentration in the STG, a key region in social 
communication (Boddaert et al. 2004). Organization of the 
fusiform gyrus and its connections with amygdala in the 
autistic brain have likewise been shown to differ from con-
trols in neuroimaging studies. Specifically, multiple studies 
report higher volume in the left hemisphere of the poste-
rior fusiform gyrus in controls (Libero et al. 2014; Tron-
tel et al. 2013). Anterior cingulate cortex differences have 
been reported, especially in the organization of neurons and 
volumetric increases (Cauda et al. 2011; Kana et al. 2007, 
2009). Finally, ample research suggests that reduced GMV 
within the PFC may potentially subserve some of the SC 
difficulties autistic individuals experience (Luna et al. 2002; 
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Schulte-Rüther et al. 2011). Despite widespread structural 
alterations reported in autistic social brain, some inconsist-
ency across findings, and less evidence of network-level 
alterations, is noteworthy (Duerden et al. 2012; Yang et al. 
2016).

White matter volume

Substantial research demonstrates alterations of white mat-
ter in social brain regions in ASD may be related to some 
of the impairments in social behavior. For instance, reduced 
tract integrity of the superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF), 
which has projections to the STS and IFG—two key regions 
of the social brain—has been shown to be associated with 
impairments in social interaction (Libero et al. 2016; Lo 
et al. 2017). Widespread WMV reductions in the frontal, 
parietal, and temporal regions in ASD have been linked 
to deficits in social awareness and empathy (d’Albis et al. 
2018). WMV reduction in the amygdala has also been cited 
as a contributor to difficulties in ToM in ASD (Gibbard et al. 
2018). In addition, reduced fractional anisotropy (FA) of 
white matter (WM) connections in the insula and tempo-
ral lobe have been reported in ASD and linked to impair-
ments in social awareness and cognitive empathy in adult 
autistic males (d’Albis et al. 2018). Short-tract connectivity 
abnormalities in the temporal lobe and insula are associated 
with various SC skills, such as social awareness, language 
structure, pragmatics, and empathy (d’Albis et al. 2018). 
Specifically, this body of work has shown increased fron-
totemporal and orbitofrontal connections (Eack et al. 2017) 
and decreased cortical thickness in these regions (Park et al. 
2018). Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) studies report a con-
sistent reduction in FA and an increase in mean diffusivity 
in WM. Decreased FA is most frequently reported in the 
corpus callosum (Travers et al. 2012), superior longitudinal 
fasciculus (Im et al. 2018), and occipitofrontal fasciculus 
(Noriuchi et al. 2010) but has also been reported in WM of 
the ventromedial prefrontal cortices, ACC, and TPJ (Barnea-
Goraly et al. 2004).

Historically, neuroimaging research has placed consider-
able focus on GM abnormalities, with lesser consideration of 
WM abnormalities. Reading WM atypicality in a larger con-
text of the disorder is particularly important when consider-
ing social impairments, as damage to WM tracts between 
social regions has been shown to be a key feature of some 
social disorders (Wang and Olson 2018). Moreover, because 
WM enables the operation and coordination of long-range 
networks, WM may be especially crucial to social cognition 
given that the social network is quite widespread. Therefore, 
broadening the understanding of the structural features of 
the ASD social brain, like WM integrity, is a necessary step 
to understanding the neurobiology of social dysfunction in 
ASD. Moreover, because maturation or deterioration of WM 

throughout the lifespan has been shown to largely contribute 
to the development or diminishing of social skills (Johansen-
Berg 2010; Thomas et al. 2008), expanding research on WM 
differences in ASD could provide insight into socio-cogni-
tive changes across development (Scherf et al. 2015) or in 
response to intervention (Rosenblau et al. 2020).

Current study

To better understand structural correlates of autism, the cur-
rent study uses voxel-based morphometry (VBM) to com-
pare an autistic sample with a matching control sample in 
terms of whole-brain GMV and WMV, and how these meas-
ures relate to ToM. VBM detects anatomical differences 
between groups of participants by conducting statistical tests 
across all voxels of images to identify volume differences 
between groups. It is particularly sensitive to differences 
in GM and WM while (discounting) large-scale volumetric 
differences by aligning each image to a template and prior 
probability match, thereby reducing error in normalization 
and segmentation (Ashburner and Friston 2001). VBM 
can identify microstructural differences in brain anatomy 
between groups without the need for pre-determined regions 
of interest (Scarpazza and Simone 2016). In this study, we 
not only focus on the structural differences between the 
autistic and nonautistic participants but also investigate how 
these structural features relate to age and theory-of-mind 
(ToM) skills.

Methods

Participants

Data from 111 participants were used across two diag-
nostic groups; autistic (N = 54, 48 males), and nonautistic 
(N = 57, 53 males). All participants were native English 
speakers. The data used in this study come from a wider 
dataset that includes fMRI and various behavioral data, 
which were reported in previous studies (e.g., Libero et al. 
2014; Murdaugh et al. 2012). The autistic participants were 
previously clinically diagnosed with ASD and participants 
in both groups did not report having any other neuropsy-
chological conditions. Both groups had relatively young 
samples (including both children and adults); the autistic 
group had an average age of 18.26 years (range 8–33, SD: 
5.97) and the nonautistic group 17.92 years (range 8–34, 
SD: 6.73). The two groups did not differ in terms of age 
(t[113] = 0.28, p = 0.78) and full-scale IQ (FSIQ) of the 
Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence – WASI (autis-
tic: M = 109.92, SD = 15.24, nonautistic: M = 112.69, 
SD = 12.08, t[93.36] = − 1.02, p = 0.31).
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Reading the mind in the eyes (RMIE) task

The RMIE test is commonly used to measure ToM. The chil-
dren’s version of the RMIE task was used for all participants 
(Baron-Cohen et al. 2001). The participants were shown 28 
black and white photographs of the eye region of faces on a 
computer using PowerPoint slides and were asked to choose 
and point to which word out of 4 choices best described 
what the person shown in the photo is thinking or feeling. 
The score reported reflects the number of pictures that were 
correctly identified. The two groups significantly differed in 
their RMIE scores, the autistic group (M = 18.83, SD = 3.29) 
having lower scores than the nonautistic group (M = 20.51, 
SD = 2.41), t(96.98) = − 3.05, p = 0.003.

MRI data acquisition

Structural MRI data were collected using a Siemens 3 Tesla 
Allegra scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) 
at the University of Alabama, Birmingham neuroimaging 
facility. High-resolution T1-weighted 3D structural images 
were acquired for each participant, with the following param-
eters: TR = 2300 ms, TE = 3.36 ms, matrix size = 256 × 256, 
field of view = 240 mm, slice thickness = 1 mm, number of 
slices = 160.

MRI preprocessing

Data were analyzed on an Ubuntu Linux 21.04 (http:// 
ubuntu. com) computer, with SPM12 (Wellcome Trust Cen-
tre for Neuroimaging; http:// www. fil. ion. ucl. ac. uk/ spm), in 
addition to a combination of Matlab toolboxes and custom 
scripts. T1-weighted images were segmented into GMV and 
WMV with the Computational Anatomy Toolbox (CAT12; 
http:// dbm. neuro. uni- jena. de/ cat12/) segmentation tool. 
For child subjects (age < 18, M = 12.6, SD = 2.5, N = 54), 
a customized age- and sex-matched tissue probability map 
(TPM) was created using the Template-O-Matic toolbox 
(Wilke et al. 2008), and this TPM map was used during the 
segmentation step. For adult subjects (age > 18, M = 23.28, 
SD = 4.09 N = 57), the default TPM that comes with the 
Computational Anatomy Toolbox (CAT12) was used for the 
segmentation step. The segmented images were then warped 
to the DARTEL template and normalized to the Montreal 
Neurological Institute (MNI) template with 1.5 mm isotropic 
voxels and an 8  mm3 Gaussian kernel for smoothing. Each 
participant’s total intracranial volume (TIV) was extracted 
using the “Estimate TIV” function. “Display one slice for 
all images” function and the image quality ratings (IQR) 
generated by CAT12, which consider both noise (e.g., head 
motion) and spatial resolution, were used to examine data 

quality. No issues were spotted during the visual inspection 
and the IQRs for all images were above the “satisfactory” 
threshold (i.e., C; 0.75).

Whole‑brain analysis

The whole-brain analysis was conducted separately for GMV 
and WMV, using the same procedures. For both analyses, 
multiple regression models were used, where the diagnostic 
group was a factor with two levels (autistic vs. nonautis-
tic), and TIV, sex, age, and RMIE scores were covariates. 
An additional regressor was added separately for age and 
RMIE for the interaction of these covariates with the group 
factor. Voxels outside of the brain were excluded using an 
absolute threshold mask of 0.1. Noise smoothness values 
for the design specification were estimated using the AFNI 
3dFWHMx (https:// afni. nimh. nih. gov) function, with the “- 
acf” (spatial autocorrelation function) option and using the 
ResMS (estimated residual variance image) file as the input. 
3dClustSim was used to calculate (using Monte Carlo simu-
lations) the whole brain cluster thresholds, using the ACF 
values as inputs. This process provided appropriate control 
for type I errors for an uncorrected, voxelwise p < 0.001, 
which corresponds to a clusterwise p < 0.05, corrected for 
the multiple comparisons in the whole brain analysis. F-con-
trasts were created to test the interaction across group, age, 
and RMIE, between group and age, and group and RMIE. A 
simple slope analysis of the Johnson–Neyman method was 
used to probe the three-way interaction, T-contrasts were 
created to test how age and RMIE separately correlate with 
GMV and WMV. The same t-contrasts were used for the 
entire sample, and separately for the autistic and nonautistic 
groups. Finally, a t-contrast was used to examine the GMV 
and WMV differences between the two groups.

Regions of interest (ROIs)

The first set of ROIs included regions showing interactions 
between the diagnostic group (autistic vs. nonautistic) factor 
and RMIE, separately for the whole-brain GMV and WMV 
analyses. Then, correlations with RMIE for each cluster 
were calculated, separately for GMV and WMV, to assess 
the interactions observed in the whole-brain analysis. A sec-
ond set of ROIs were extracted, including the clusters show-
ing a correlation with RMIE, both for GMV and WMV, for 
the whole sample.

GMV and WMV values for both sets of clusters—show-
ing an interaction between group and RMIE in the group 
analysis and showing a correlation with RMIE for the whole 
sample analysis—were used in a step-wise linear multiple 
regression analysis with RMIE as the dependent factor. The 
purpose of the step-wise regression procedure was to build 
a model that involves both GMV and WMV as predictors of 

http://ubuntu.com
http://ubuntu.com
http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm
http://dbm.neuro.uni-jena.de/cat12/
https://afni.nimh.nih.gov
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RMIE and assess which factors best contribute to the predic-
tion of RMIE.

Across all ROI analyses, MarsBar (http:// marsb ar. sourc 
eforge. net/) was used to create mask images using SPM12 
clusters. A custom Matlab script was used to extract GMV 
and WMV values from each ROI for each participant 
(https:// github. com/ firat soylu/ extra ctGMV/ blob/ 05fa0 
fba0f a55ae da9b8 f0228 ba2a1 d1c27 542fb/ Extra ct_ GMV.m). 
3D visualizations on the glass brain were produced using 
MRIcroGL (https:// www. nitrc. org/ proje cts/ mricr ogl/) and 
GIMP (https:// www. gimp. org).

Results

GMV results

GMV: whole‑brain results

The whole-brain GMV results showed significant clusters 
for the three-way Group x Age x RMIE, and the two-way 
Group x Age and Group x RMIE interactions (Table 1, 
Fig. 1). There were widespread clusters, covering most of 
the cortex, showing a negative correlation between age and 

Table 1  Results of the whole-brain GMV analysis

Region label Extent t MNI Region label Extent t MNI

x y z x y z

Group X Age X RMIE interaction Nonautistic – autistic
R rectal G 642 11.47 5 39 − 23 L sup. med. fron 111 3.79 − 14 36 29
L rectal G 112 18.49 − 15 21 − 15 L supp. motor 364 4.16 − 9 9 74
L insula 116 13.99 − 45 3 5 Autistic: negative corr. with RMIE
L mid. cingulate 329 18.76 − 17 − 20 42 R cerebellum 8 643 4.07 21 − 48 − 56
L mid. frontal G 122 16.83 − 28 15 42 Autistic: positive corr. with RMIE
Group X RMIE interaction Left mid. occ 148 4.11 − 21 − 92 15
R rectal G 228 19.16 5 41 − 23 L postcentral 122 3.86 − 47 − 23 53
L sup. orbital G 123 16.83 − 15 21 − 15 Nonautistic: positive corr. with RMIE
L mid. cingulate 111 14.58 − 17 − 20 42 R rectal G 984 4.29 6 42 − 20
L mid. frontal G 121 17.89 − 29 15 44 L mid. cingulate 260 3.97 − 17 − 20 42
L insula 168 15.60 − 39 5 5 L mid. frontal G 113 3.92 − 32 17 48
Positive corr. with RMIE Autistic: negative corr. with Age
R hippocampus 404 4.40 33 − 15 − 21 R insula 62,460 6.84 47 − 6 5
L orbital G 332 3.94 − 9 41 − 26 L postcentral G 10,097 5.67 − 44 − 26 53
R precentral G 150 3.80 54 − 8 23 R pallidum 185 4.92 − 18 0 4.5
Group X Age interaction L sup. medial G 494 4.27 − 47 6 42
R inf. temp. G 381 17.72 35 0 − 39 R cerebellum 8 312 28.5 29 − 45 − 42
L rectal G 136 19.45 − 3 50 − 21 R cerebellum 8 175 4.22 50 − 60 − 48
Negative corr. with age R rectal G 124 3.52 8 45 − 23
R mid. cingulate 214,627 10.89 3 − 29 45 L OFC 276 3.93 − 29 35 − 20
L cerebellum 8 316 6.06 − 30 − 47 − 42 Autistic: positive corr. with age
L pallidum 511 5.54 − 18 − 3 2 Left fusiform 476 5.10 − 26 − 9 − 36
L cerebellum 8 161 4.26 − 12 − 60 − 41 Right thalamus 118 4.62 21 − 18 6
L fusiform 133 3.74 − 42 − 28 − 26 Nonautistic: negative corr. with age
L inf. occ 376 4.09 − 47 − 69 − 8 R mid. cingulate 156,743 9.25 5 − 30 45
Positive corr. with age L inf. occ 228 3.70 − 51 − 71 − 6
R thalamus 249 6.60 23 − 18 8 L pallidum 357 4.54 − 18 − 3 1.5
L hippocampus 126 4.99 − 21 − 23 − 8 R mid. temp 360 3.85 44 − 71 − 2
L parahipp. G 480 4.89 − 20 − 11 − 39 Nonautistic: positive corr. with age
Autistic – nonautistic R thalamus 119 4.60 23 − 18 8
R anterior cing 488 4.97 6 2 − 3
R caudate 157 3.65 15 2 26
L inf. parietal 227 4.88 − 62 − 41 47
R postcentral G 232 3.93 21 − 39 63

http://marsbar.sourceforge.net/
http://marsbar.sourceforge.net/
https://github.com/firatsoylu/extractGMV/blob/05fa0fba0fa55aeda9b8f0228ba2a1d1c27542fb/Extract_GMV.m
https://github.com/firatsoylu/extractGMV/blob/05fa0fba0fa55aeda9b8f0228ba2a1d1c27542fb/Extract_GMV.m
https://www.nitrc.org/projects/mricrogl/
https://www.gimp.org
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Fig. 1  Whole-brain GMV analysis results, showing significant clusters for all interactions and main effects (Table 1)
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GMV. In addition, there were three smaller subcortical clus-
ters showing a positive correlation between age and GMV. 
While there were no significant clusters showing a negative 
correlation between RMIE and GMV, there were three clus-
ters showing a positive correlation.

GMV: group by age by RMIE interaction

The significant three-way Group X Age X RMIE interaction 
was further probed with the simple slope analysis of the 
Johnson–Neyman method, using the Interactions package 
(Long 2019) in R (R Core Team 2022). GMV values were 
extracted from each of the five clusters that emerged from 
the three-way interaction. Then separate linear regression 
models were built, separately for each group (autistic and 
nonautistic), where cluster GMV was the dependent vari-
able and age and RMIE were independent variables. The 
regression models were used in the Johnson–Neyman simple 
slope analysis, where RMIE was the predictor and age was 
the moderator variable. The results showed age intervals 
where RMIE is a significant predictor of GMV in the five 
clusters, separately for each group (Fig. 2). The age range 
for the autistic group was 8–33 y/o and 8–34.4 y/o for the 
nonautistic group.

GMV: group by RMIE and group by age interactions

Separate correlation analyses were conducted, for each 
group (autistic and nonautistic), to explore the relation 
between age and GMV, and RMIE and GMV, in each of the 
respective ROIs that showed a two-way interaction in the 
whole-brain analysis (Fig. 3).

The clusters from the Group X RMIE interaction con-
sistently showed positive correlations between RMIE and 
GMV for the nonautistic group, whereas the same corre-
lations showed a negative trend for the autistic group. A 
different pattern emerged for the clusters from the Group 
X AGE interaction, where the nonautistic group showed a 
negative correlation between age and GMV across all four 
clusters, and the autistic group showed either a positive or 
weak negative correlation (Figs. 3, 4).

GMV: correlations with RMIE

There were three clusters where GMV showed positive 
correlations with RMIE for the entire sample—right hip-
pocampus, left orbital gyrus, and right precentral gyrus and 
no clusters showed any negative correlations (Fig. 4). GMV 
values were extracted from these ROIs for later regression 
analysis.

WMV results

WMV: whole‑brain results

The whole-brain WMV results showed significant clusters 
for the three-way Group x Age x RMIE and the two-way 
Group x RMIE interactions, where no significant clusters 
were found for the Group X Age interaction (Table 2, Fig. 5). 
There were widespread clusters, covering most of the cor-
tex, showing a positive correlation between age and WMV. 
There was a single cluster in the left cerebellum showing a 
negative correlation between age and WMV. While there 
were no significant clusters showing a positive correlation 
between RMIE and WMV, there was a single cluster, in the 
left cuneus, showing a negative correlation.

WMV: group by age by RMIE interaction

Similar to the GMV analysis, the significant three-way 
Group X Age X RMIE interaction in the left hippocampus 
was further probed with the simple slope analysis of the 
Johnson–Neyman method. Neither of the groups showed 
significant age intervals for the left hippocampus cluster 
(Fig. 6).

WMV: group by RMIE interaction

WMV values for the five clusters from the Group X RMIE 
interaction were extracted and correlation analyses were 
conducted, separately for each group (Fig. 7). None of the 
correlations were significant. Across the five clusters—cor-
pus callosum, left superior ACC, left hippocampus, left mid-
dle cingulate gyrus, and superior ACC, the autistic group 
showed positive trending correlations (r = 0.189, 0.087, 
0.135, 0.251, and 0.037, respectively), and the nonautis-
tic group showed weaker positive or negative correlations 
(r = − 0.1, 0.001, 0.037, and − 0.174, respectively).

RMIE regression

A stepwise multiple linear regression analysis was con-
ducted, with RMIE as the dependent variable, and age, 
group, and cluster GMV and WMV values as independent 
variables. All clusters that showed either a Group X RMIE 
interaction or a main effect of RMIE (correlation with GMV 
or WMV) in the GMV and WMV whole-brain analysis were 
included (total of 13 clusters; 8 GMV and 5 WMV; Table 3). 
The goal of this regression was to bring together the clus-
ters from both the GMV and WMV analyses to find the 
best combined model that predicts RMIE. The Stepwiselm 
function from the Matlab Statistics and Machine Learning 
Toolbox was used. Stepwiselm starts with a constant linear 
regression model and uses forward and backward regression 
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to add or remove variables and interactions. Variables and 
interactions that show a p < 0.05 are kept in the model, until 
all variables and interactions are considered. The resulting 
model has the highest predictive power (highest value of  R2) 
with a minimum number of variables.

The resulting model included six terms (excluding the 
intercept); the group term, three GMV clusters—left insula, 
right hippocampus, and right precentral gyrus—and an inter-
action term with one of these clusters, left insula, and one 
WMV cluster in the left cuneus (Table 4.). The adjusted 
R2 was 0.38, indicating that the model explained 38% of 
the variance in RMIE, with a p value of less than 0.0001 
(Table 4).

Discussion

The findings in the study address brain structural differences 
between the autistic and nonautistic groups, the relation 
between age, and GMV and WMV, and how ToM ability 
relates to GMV and WMV. Overall, the results show group 
differences in brain structure, and how GMV and WMV 
relate to age and ToM.

GMV and WMV group differences

The autistic, relative to the nonautistic, group showed higher 
GMV in four clusters in the right ACC, caudate, postcen-
tral gyrus, and the left inferior parietal area; and showed 
lower GMV in the left medial superior frontal gyrus and the 
left supplementary motor area. These results are consist-
ent with previous research on GMV abnormalities in autism 
(Duerden et al. 2012; Yang et al. 2016). In addition, stud-
ies also have reported reduced activation in these regions 
in autistic individuals when performing social tasks (Sato 
et al. 2012). There have been some inconsistencies in find-
ings relating to the social brain in autism, with most stud-
ies documenting alterations in GMV in specific social brain 
regions rather than evidence of widespread differences. Our 
data indicate that widespread GMV abnormalities may be a 
key feature of autism, extending the proposal of a structur-
ally and functionally different social brain in autism (Emery 
and Perrett 2000; Frith and Frith 2007; Sato et al. 2017).

The WMV differences were all subcortical, with the 
autistic group showing larger WMV in two clusters—the 
cerebellum area 9 and the midbrain—and smaller WMV in 
an anterior segment of the corpus callosum. Lower WMV 

in the anterior portions of the corpus callosum in autistic 
individuals is consistent with previous studies of cortical 
morphometry (Aoki et al. 2013; Just et al. 2007) and fre-
quently correlates with communication or social impair-
ments (Alexander et al. 2007; Dimond et al. 2019; Gibbard 
et al. 2013). Collectively, our results document widespread 
structural differences in regions critical to social processes. 
Because social processes are complex by nature, requiring 
coordination of multiple regions, the widespread nature of 
GMV and WMV abnormalities may make integrated and 
holistic processing, which is central to social cognition, dif-
ficult. In sum, it is possible that these subtle deviations in 
GMV and WMV across several regions of the social brain 
are critical to social difficulties in autism.

The relationship between age, and GMV and WMV

For the entire sample, there were extensive clusters covering 
most of the GMV that negatively correlated with age. Con-
versely, there were only a few clusters exhibiting a positive 
correlation with age: the right thalamus, the left hippocam-
pus, and the leftparahippocampal gyrus. It is interesting to 
note that these regions were found to be developing structur-
ally and functionally in association with age, experience, and 
development (e.g., social skills, memory) (Gauthier et al. 
2000; Maguire et al. 2003). Overall, the nonautistic group 
had more extensive clusters, covering most gray matter tis-
sue, showing a negative correlation with age, while the autis-
tic group had relatively less coverage of a positive correla-
tion of GMV and age. Paralleling previous studies (Bakhtiari 
et al. 2012; Thompson et al. 2020), most subcortical WM 
tissue showed a positive correlation with age, including the 
cerebellum, and the brainstem.

GMV and WMV changes with age are driven by differ-
ent, and sometimes opposing, forces. Overall, while pruning 
leads to an overall decrease in GMV, the WMV increases 
due to increased connectivity across the brain regions 
(Brain Development Cooperative Group 2012; Hagmann 
et al. 2010). However, in specific regions, active specializa-
tion leads to skill and experience-related increases in GMV 
(Kodama et al. 2018; Tang et al. 2020). Previous research 
shows region- and hemispheric-specific alterations in the 
developmental patterns of social brain regions (Greimel 
et al. 2013). These changes have been shown to closely 
parallel shifts in social functions attributed to these regions 
(Gogtay et al. 2004).

The relationship between RMIE, and GMV and WMV

The RMIE task provides a measure of ToM skills. The rela-
tionship between the RMIE scores and the structural brain 
features can help understand the anatomical relevance of 
different regions and their potential role in mental state 

Fig. 2  Results of the simple slope analysis with the Johnson–Neyman 
method for the five significant GMV clusters that emerged from the 
Group X Age X RMIE interaction, separately for each group (left: 
autistic, right: nonautistic). The turquoise areas indicate age intervals 
where RMIE significantly predicts GMV

◂
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attribution. For the entire sample, there were three clusters, 
in the right hippocampus, right precentral gyrus, and the 
left orbital gyrus, that showed a positive GMV correlation 
with RMIE, while there were no clusters showing a negative 
correlation.

The group by RMIE interaction showed five clusters, 
where RMIE positively correlated with GMV for the non-
autistic group, while there were negative or no correlations 
for the autistic group. These anterior clusters included 
distinct regions of the social network, such as the orbital, 

prefrontal, and cingulate cortices. These results suggest 
that social experiences (Kolb et al. 2012) and the devel-
opment of memory and social skills (Naito 2003; Spreng 
2013) lead to higher GMV in the nonautistic group in 
these distinct regions, while the same theory of mind skill-
related GMV increase is not observed for the autistic group. 
Alternatively, because increases in GMV in middle frontal 
regions are attributed to deficits in executive functioning 
(EF) (Yaxu et al. 2020), which are frequently impaired in 
autism (see May and Kana 2020 for a meta-analysis) and 

Fig. 3  Significant GMV clusters from the Group X RMIE (on the left) and Group X Age (on the right) interactions
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Fig. 4  Correlations of RMIE 
and Age with GMV across the 
two groups in regions showing 
a Group X RMIE and Group X 
Age interaction. The numbers 
indicate the Pearson coefficients 
and * indicates significant cor-
relations

Table 2  Results of the whole-brain WMV analysis

Region label Extent t MNI Region label Extent t MNI

x y z x y z

Group X Age X RMIE interaction Autistic group: negative corr. with RMIE
L hippocampus 257 15.66 − 32 − 36 0 L Post. OFC 318 4.38 − 41 32 − 15
Group X RMIE interaction Nonautistic Group: Negative corr. with RMIE
R mid cingulate 310 16.08 23 − 3 47 Corpus callosum 905 4.89 0 23 20
Sup. ACC 176 19.56 0 23 20 L cuneus 376 4.73 − 12 − 83 29
L Sup. ACC 167 14.59 − 23 36 17 L hippocampus 495 4.01 − 29 − 41 3
L hippocampus 165 15.26 − 32 − 36 0 L ACC 469 3.83 − 23 36 15
Corpus callosum 148 15.67 0 − 9 18 L precentral 153 3.63 − 30 0 42
Negative Corr. with RMIE Corpus callosum 226 3.57 − 3 − 9 21
L cuneus 283 4.75 − 14 − 84 30 Autistic group: negative corr. with age
Negative corr. with age L cerebellum 8 146 4.48 − 39 − 50 − 50
L cerebellum 7b 207 5.26 − 42 − 50 − 44 Autistic group: positive corr. with age
Positive corr. with age R ant. cerebellum 7329 5.12 − 6 − 41 − 53
White matter 122,704 9.30 20 − 15 33 R inf. Temporal 590 4.91 48 − 44 − 9
Autistic – nonautistic R fusiform 1518 4.14 45 − 23 − 18
R cerebellum 9 131 4.06 6 − 50 − 65 R rectal 186 3.97 11 14 − 14
Midbrain 171 3.75 − 2 − 35 − 3 L fusiform 145 3.91 − 29 − 5 − 35
Nonautistic – autistic R Inf. occipital 195 4.52 36 − 66 − 9
Corpus Callosum 531 4.17 0 27 − 6 R Mid. cingulate 40,089 6.12 21 − 6 31.5

R precuneus 170 3.82 24 − 56 24
Nonautistic group: positive corr. with age
R caudate nucleus 82,603 7.65 20 − 20 29
L mid. occ 360 3.91 − 32 − 80 5
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Fig. 5  Results of the whole-brain WMV analysis

Fig. 6  Results of the simple slope analysis with the Johnson–Neyman method for the left hippocampus cluster that emerged from the Group X 
Age X RMIE interaction, separately for each group (left: autistic, right: nonautistic)
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strongly correlate with ToM (Jones et al. 2018), the lack of a 
positive correlation with RMIE scores for the autistic group 
might be associated with a broader difficulty with cognitive 
control or executive function that likewise affects RMIE task 
performance. The group by RMIE interaction results parallel 
previous studies showing that GMV differences in frontal 
regions reliably discriminate between autistic and nonautis-
tic groups, with GMV reductions associated with increased 
social communication and interaction impairments (Hyde 
et al. 2010; Patriquin et al. 2016). Sato et al. (2017) likewise 

documented positive correlations between RMIE scores and 
GMV in the left temporoparietal junction with nonautistic 
participants, but not with autistic ones.

The simple slope analysis of the five clusters that emerged 
from the three-way, group by age by RMIE, interaction pro-
vided further insights into how the relation between RMIE 
and GMV is modulated by age, across the two groups. In 
two clusters, left insula and left MFG, the nonautistic group 
showed large age intervals where GMV positively correlated 
with RMIE, while there were more limited age intervals, 

Fig. 7  The four clusters showing an interaction between Group and RMIE in the whole-brain WMV analysis. The X-axis shows the RMIE scores 
and the Y-axis the WMV, for the nonautistic and autistic groups
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where GMV showed negative and weaker correlations with 
RMIE for the autistic group. In three clusters, left mid. cin-
gulate, and left and right rectal gyri, the nonautistic group 
showed large age intervals where GMV negatively corre-
lated with RMIE, whereas for the same clusters, only the 
left mid. cingulate cluster showed a late (< ~ 25 yrs) signifi-
cant age interval, where GMV negatively correlated with 
GMV. The left insula and the left MFG stand out among 
these five clusters in that the strength of the correlation 
between GMV and RMIE increases with age for the non-
autistic group, while the slope of RMIE decreases with age 
for the rest of the clusters (left and right rectal and left mid. 

cingulate). Abnormalities in insular function and structure in 
autism have been shown across multiple studies (see Nomi 
et al. 2019 for a review). Additionally, in a large-scale meta-
analysis, comprising 15,892 individuals, reduced insular and 
cingulate GMV was found to be a common structural sub-
strate across six mental conditions (schizophrenia, bipolar 
disorder, depression, addiction, obsessive–compulsive dis-
order, and anxiety) (Goodkind et al. 2015). While the insula 
has many different functions associated with sensory and 
bodily processes—with high-level connectivity, with ACC, 
STS, amygdala among other regions—it has been proposed 
that structural and functional abnormalities with the insula 
are central to autism, based on the role of the insula in social 
and affective processes (Uddin and Menon 2009).

Even though STS, one of the regions in the social brain 
network (Eack et al. 2017) has been consistently found to be 
associated with gaze perception in functional studies (e.g., 
Kana et al. 2016), we did not find any relation between GMV 
and RMIE in the STS. This is not surprising, given that a 
functional association between a task and a region does not 
warrant an association between GMV and task performance 
in the same region. Collectively, these results indicate that 
GMV abnormalities in the regions discussed may be associ-
ated with socio-cognitive difficulties in ASD.

In the WMV results for the entire sample, there was a 
single cluster, in the left cuneus, which showed a negative 
correlation with RMIE, while there were no positive cor-
relations. The three-way group by age by RMIE interaction 
produced one cluster in the left hippocampus. The simple 
slope analysis for the left hippocampus did not show any 
significant age intervals for either group.

There were interactions between the group factor and 
RMIE in five clusters: right mid. cingulate, sup. ACC, left 
sup. ACC, left hippocampus and the surrounding white mat-
ter tissue, and corpus callosum, also overlapping with the 
hippocampal commissure. The ROI analysis showed that 
across the five clusters, the autistic group showed a positive 
correlation between WMV and RMIE, whereas the nonau-
tistic group showed weaker positive correlations in the right 
mid. cingulate, left sup. ACC and left hippocampus, and 
negative correlations in the corpus callosum and superior 
ACC. These findings are in line with existing literature dem-
onstrating increased ACC connectivity in early life in autism 
(Uddin et al. 2013a, b), which can be interpreted as less 
prominent hemispheric specialization and higher reliance 
on inter-hemispherical communication for ToM processing 
for the autistic group.

To understand how GMV and WMV together relate to 
RMIE and assess the potential of these measures to predict 
RMIE, a multiple regression model was constructed, includ-
ing all clusters that showed a main effect or an interaction 
involving RMIE at the entire sample level (total of 14 clus-
ters; 8 GMV and 6 WMV), in addition to age and group 

Table 3  Clusters included in the stepwise regression model

Region label Extent MNI

x y z

Group X RMIE interaction (GMV)
R rectal G 228 5 41 − 23
L sup. orbital G 123 − 15 21 − 15
L mid. cingulate 111 − 17 − 20 42
L mid. frontal G 121 − 29 15 44
L insula 168 − 39 5 5
Positive corr. with RMIE (GMV)
R hippocampus 404 33 − 15 − 21
L orbital G 332 − 9 41 − 26
R precentral G 150 54 − 8 23
Group X RMIE interaction (WMV)
R Mid cingulate 310 23 − 3 47
Sup. ACC 176 0 23 20
L sup. ACC 167 − 23 36 17
L hippocampus 165 − 32 − 36 0
Corpus callosum 148 0 − 9 18
Negative corr. with RMIE (WMV)
L cuneus 238 − 14 − 84 30

Table 4  Multiple regression model produced by the stepwise regres-
sion procedure

Number of observations: 111, Error degrees of freedom: 104
Root mean squared error: 2.42
R-squared: 0.378, Adjusted R-Squared: 0.342
F-statistic vs. constant model: 10.5, p value < 0.0001

Estimate SE t p

(Intercept) 21.69 4.082 5.313  < 0.0001
Group − 9.38 4.438 − 2.113 0.037
L Insula (GMV) − 40.569 8.377 − 3.91 0.0002
R Hippocampus (GMV) 15.102 3.312 4.56  < 0.0001
R Precentral G. (GMV) 19.077 7.524 2.536 0.0127
L Cuneus (WMV) − 7.717 3.086 − 2.501 0.0114
Group * L Insula (GMV) 33.831 12.874 2.628 0.01
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variables. The stepwise procedure produced a model that 
included the left insula, right hippocampus, right precentral 
GMV, the group and left insula GMV interaction, the left 
cuneus WMV, and the group factor as significant terms. The 
model explained 38% of the variance in RMIE scores. The 
interaction between L insula GMV and group may indicate 
the impact of GMV alterations in determining connectiv-
ity within the salience network, which supports responses 
to meaningful stimuli (Seeley et al. 2007). The left insula 
merges pertinent information and regulates activity between 
the salience network and other cognitive networks (Menon 
and Uddin 2010; Uddin 2015). Increased connectivity of 
the salience network has been reported in children with 
autism and linked to the severity of autistic traits in autistic 
adults (Martino et al. 2009; Uddin et al. 2013b). Separately, 
increased connectivity in this region is related to sensory 
over-responsivity (Green et al. 2016). As social cognition 
is supported by interactions between two networks—the 
default mode network, associated with socio-cognitive/men-
talizing network, and the salience network supporting socio-
affective cognition—it may be that the salience network is 
important to recruiting relevant ToM regions during social 
cognition tasks (Kanske et al. 2015; Schurz et al. 2020). This 
interpretation is supported by research demonstrating that 
integration between these networks increases during ToM 
tasks and results in more effortful, controlled processing 
(Shine and Poldrack 2018).

Conclusions

The results of this study contribute to the existing literature 
on structural correlates of autism and ToM. Even though 
structural correlates of ASD have been extensively studied 
in previous work, inconsistencies limit the reliability of find-
ings. In this study, our goal was not only to compare the 
whole brain white and gray matter volume in the autistic and 
nonautistic groups, but also to investigate how the structural 
features relate to age and theory of mind skills. The results 
showed widespread GMV and WMV differences in regions 
crucial for social processes. For the entire sample, extensive 
clusters covering the cortex showed a negative correlation 
between age and GMV, while extensive subcortical regions 
showed a positive correlation between age and WMV. The 
comparison of the two groups showed that the autistic group 
did not express the typically observed negative GMV and 
positive WMV correlations with age at the same level as 
the nonautistic group, pointing to extensive abnormalities 
in age-related structural changes.

The ROI analysis based on the clusters that emerged 
from the group by RMIE interaction showed multiple dis-
tributed, mostly left, frontal clusters, associated with social 
processing and executive functions, that showed a positive 

correlation between RMIE and GMV for the nonautistic 
group, where the same clusters either did not show a corre-
lation or showed a negative correlation for the autistic group.

The group by RMIE WMV interaction results showed 
five clusters, including the corpus callosum, and anterior 
and middle cingulate cortices. The ROI analysis showed that 
in the corpus callosum and superior ACC, the nonautistic 
group showed a negative correlation between WMV and 
RMIE, whereas the autistic group showed weaker, positive 
trending correlations. This might possibly point to higher 
lateralization and less reliance on inter-hemispheric com-
munication for the nonautistic group.

The stepwise multiple linear regression analysis, which 
combined WMV and GMV clusters as predictors of RMIE 
scores, indicated that GMV in distributed regions can help 
predict ToM performance. In addition, GMV in insula, a 
region that is part of the salience network and participates 
in a diverse set of functions, emerges as a prominent region 
in distinguishing ToM performance between the two groups. 
Overall, these findings can be helpful for future multimodal 
modeling efforts for predicting mental state attribution.
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